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Abstract
The project examines the development of an attachable space station module,
Autonomous Satellite Launch and Assembly SATLASS), in order to assemble and
deploy customizable CubeSats in orbit. The conceptual design was optimized using
quantitative and qualitative methods to ensure compatibility with modern technology
and overall cost-effectiveness. Consequently, it was determined that SATLASS’s
structure would be an expandable module with compound aromatic-polyamide
reinforced bladder and androgynous International Berthing and Docking Mechanism
(IBDM) ports which will achieve full axial expansion in five stages. Furthermore, it was
established that CubeSat’s electronics and payload will be assembled using a robotic arm
while a 3D printer will manufacture standardized frames and a Nanoracks CubeSat
Deployer (NRCSD) will operate the deployment of the satellites. Finally, the report
identifies future areas of research, such as software requirements, communication,
operations, and cost and acknowledges key issues with the current design that needs to
be addressed to accomplish a comprehensible SATLASS design. Currently, the report is
in its first draft with a revision session to be taking place within April 2022.
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Design Process
Throughout the research and design process, the team found various options for
each primary hardware component of the module. The following logistics were
considered in the selection of each part:
● If the component has been tested in space previously
● The durability of the component
● Which option would be the most time efficient during CubeSat manufacture
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Conclusion
SATLASS’s team focused on engineering the internal and external structure of a space
station module, therefore, the current version of this design does not acknowledge some
major components that are vital to the development of a fully autonomous Cubesat
manufacturing facility in orbit. Primarily, the design does not take into account any
operational requirements of the module, such as industrial waste management, electric
power supply, internal and external communication systems, cargo resupplying ability,
autonomous and human-control functionalities and maintenance of the pressurized
environment. Furthermore, analysis of precautionary measures to isolate the module from
the station in case of emergency needs to be considered in future iterations. A fully
developed design would consider communication between the ground and the module,
along with fiscal analysis as to the total expense for such an endeavor. Moreover, the 3-D
printers and robotic arms chosen must be tested extensively to ensure that they work
within the context of the module design. This project has aided in our understanding of
space station design, and allowed for extensive research on the various components
needed to ensure a functioning space facility. An insight into systems engineering design
was gained as the team attempted to arrange different components to ensure that they all
worked well to accomplish the project’s goal.
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